ANNUAL EVENT OF THE FEMINIST GEOGRAPHY THEMATIC GROUP OF THE SWISS ASSOCIATION OF GEOGRAPHY (ASG)

DECOLONIAL AND ANTI-RACIST FEMINIST GEOGRAPHIES
OCTOBER 5TH 2022, GEOPOLIS 1628, UNIL

PROGRAM

13h15-13h30 : Welcome Coffee
13h30-13h40 : Opening Remarks
13h40-15h00 : Roundtable, Decolonial and Anti-racist Feminist Geographies in Switzerland
  - Chair: Yvonne Riano (UniNe)
  - Speakers: Chanelle Adams (Unil); Kwaku Adomako (Unil); Ahmed Ajil (Unil); Khaoula Ettarfi (UZH), Julie Ren (UZH); Mélanie Pétremont (UniGe); Claudia Wilopo (UniBas).
15h-15h20 : Coffee Break
15h20-16h40 : Keynote by Parvati Raghuram (Open University, UK)
  Feminist, Postcolonial, Decolonial? Political and Ethical Journeys
16h40-17h20 : Meet and Greet
17h20-18h30 : Networking and future collaborations

ORGANISATION :
Stefanie Boulila : stefanie.boulila@hslu.ch
Karine Duplan : karine.duplan@unige.ch
Miriam Tola : miriam.tola@unil.ch

This event is the preconference of the international conference "Decolonizing Geography and Environmental Studies?" (October 6-7 2022, UNIL)